
HV 1 notes!
Week 1!
• Perioperative nursing care!
• Pain!
- Acute: less than 3 months somatic (skin/deep tissue), visceral (organs), referred (pain at other 

location than source e.g. pain in back during heart attack!
- Allodynia: reduced pain threshold, non damaging stimuli produces severe pain!
- Breakthrough:between doses of analgesia  !
- Cancer (palliative)!
- Central: lesion brain/spinal cord!
- Chronic: over 3 months!
- Hyperalgesia: tissue damage from pervious injury enhances pain from by subsequent damage!
- Incident: activities/procedures increase pain!
- Phantom: following amputation or removal of body part !
- Psychogenic: no cause !
- Nociceptive: most common, afferent (sensory) nerve endings in all tissues except brain!
- Neuropathic: PNS or CNS!

- Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS): trauma!
- Neuralgias: disease/infection!!

- Factors affecting pain!
- pain tolerance, sociocultural factors, psychological past 

experience , source/meaning of pain ,knowledge, age, culture!
- Pain assessment !

- physiological responses (symp, para), behaviour, psychological  !
- type, location, duration, intensity, frequency!
- aggravating, alleviating factors !
- physical assessment, mechanisms to cope!
- communicate with parents!

- Physiology of pain !
- Conscious perception of stimuli causing tissue change!
- Stimuli detected & info of damage is relayed to cerebral cortex!
- To enable this small patches of each peripheral tissue (skin, muscle, visceral) are connected 

to regions of cerebral cortex by a 3 neuronal pain pathway!
- 1st order neuron pathway: nociceptors (receptor of pain) carries info from periphery to 

spinal cord where it synapses (2 nerve cells join) with 2nd order neuron. Release of 
chemical mediators in inflammatory response stimulate nociceptors e.g. increased 
permeability—> swelling= recognised as pain stimuli to nociceptors!

- 2nd order (spinothalmic) neuron: relays info to sites in thalamus !
- 3rd order neuron: relays info from thalamus to cerebral cortex!
- person aware of pain!

- Neuromodulation of pain !
- neuromodulators are substances that can alter pain pathways by suppressing messages to 

CNS e.g. endorphins !
- they are released by neurons and transmit signals to other neurons!
- Excitatory neuromodulators create the action potential that stimulates neuron e.g. 

glutamate & somatostatin !
- Inhibitory delay/stop nerve transmission e.g. serotonin, noradrenaline, endorphins  !
- Endorphins are naturally occurring opiod peptides in neurons in the spinal cord, brain and 

GIT. Endorphins inhibit the transmission of pain in the brain by binding to opiod receptors 
on the cell membrane of the afferent (ascending) neuron and inhibit the release of 
excitatory neuromodulators, inhibiting the efferent (descending) pathway!!

- Clinical manifestations of pain !
- Sympathetic!

- increased HR, BP, cardiac output, ventilation rate!



- pupil dilation!
- muscle tension!
- peripheral vasoconstriction!
- adrenaline!
- glucose!
- sweating !

- Parasympathetic!
- nausea/vomiting !
- RR!
- warm,dry skin!

- Management !
- Non-pharmacological !

- acupuncture, massage, relaxation, distraction, 
hypnosis, physiotherapy, heat and cold!

- transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS)!
- hyperbaric O2 therapy !

- Narcotic analgesics !
- alter perception, response to pain, increase tolerance/threshold!
- are opioid agonists (stimulants) which stimulates receptors in CNS. Four recptors:!

- Mu-in dorsal horn of spinal cord and thalamus, most  significant in modulation of pain !
- Delta-limbic system can produce euphoria!
- Kappa-hypothalamus produces analgesic effect!
- Epsilon-hippocampus, amygdala!

- opiates: derived directly from opium (dried exudates of opium poppy)!
- opiods: synthetic !
- Opiods produced their action at a cellular level by activating opioid receptors. Opioid 

receptors are G‐protein coupled receptors linked to both the membrane bound enzyme 
adenlyate cyclase and potassium channels in the nerve membrane!

- Adenylate cyclase controls the levels of second messenger cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(CAMP)!

- Opioid receptor activation!
- inhibits adenylate cyclase → reduced intracellular CAMP levels → the movement of 

potassium from intracellular spaces to the extracellular spaces resulting in nerve membrane 
hyper polarisation —> inhibition of the action potential (impulse) thus inhibiting the!

- transmission of information about pain→ decreased neuronal excitability and reduced 
nociceptive (pain) transmission from the dorsal horn to the thalamus, inhibition of the 
spinothalmic (ascending) pathway!

- the descending (efferent) pathway from the brain is activated and exerts an inhibitory 
control of the dorsal horn!!!

- Narcotic drugs!
- morphine:potent!
- codeine:less potent, often used with aspirin, paracetamol as it increases analgesic affect  !
- dihydrocodiene:over the counter!
- pethidine:less potent than morphine, may be used in labour as it does not suppress uterine 

contractions but may suppress foetal RR!
- methadone:control of heroin & morphine addiction, easier to wean off!
- tramadol:all pain expect neurogenic, almost never produces addiction!
- oxycodone:slow release (not for acute pain)!
- fentanyl:short duration of action !
- sufentanil, remifentanil, alfentanil: shorter acting directives of fentanyl, anaesthesia during 

surgery !
- hydromorphone:more potent than morphine, high risk of abuse!
- bupremorphine:very potent, 6-8 hours, nausea, dizziness, treat terminal cancer pain!

 !       fight/flight! ! rest/digest


